
q dining: BANGKOK GANG
From the first Hello - (to a male) - “sa wat dee krub” - (to a female) - “sa wat dee ka” to the final Thank you - (to 
a female) – “khob khun ka” - (to a male) – “khob khun krub”, everything at Bangkok Gang was near on perfect. I 
was honoured to have been asked to come and experience their hospitality and cuisine, and as a long-term lover of 
everything that comes out of Thailand, I could not possibly refuse. Joining me on the night was local resident and my 
good friend, Minx. So the night began, the wine flowed, the cuisine tantalised the tastebuds and the service delighted. 

When the gang (Pike, Golf and Goog) met in Melbourne, things heated up pretty quickly in the kitchen, as these chefs and Thai 
cuisine specialists with over three decades of combined experiences and skills cooked up a ‘traffic lights’ assortment of red, yellow 
and green “gæng” - Thai curries.

They take it one step further to slow-cook their beef brisket in-house with their secret recipe, creating a distinctive taste you can 
find nowhere else. Be sure to try it in their curries and stir fries. For those who are more adventurous, they will throw in a dash more 
spice and heat.

“Delicious Asian food cooked and served 
by sexy Thai boys! This is how the West 

will be won” … 
World renowned connoisseur of Asian 

food and men, Minx, says of his 
experience.



Phone: +61 3 9314 5556  I  Email: bangkokgang3@gmail.com
208 Somerville Road Kingsville VIC 3012

www.bangkokgang.com.au 

The Bangkok 
Gang has one 
commitment 
- to share 
their passion 
for food with 
the Kingsville 
and Yarraville 
community, 
whilst having 
fun doing it. Whether you’re 
dining in, ordering takeaway, 
or holding that special private 
function, the Gang will be sure 
to dazzle you with a true Thai 
dining experience. 

Pushing the 
boundaries of 

authenticity and 
utilising only the 

freshest herbs and 
ingredients, the Gang 

will entice you with 
flavours as deep as 

their 
Bangkok 

roots, 
infused 
with a 
slight 

modern 
twist.


